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Summary 

1. This review has considered the undertakings given by Metal Box plc on 22 

February 1972, and amended on 16 October 1980 and 5 June 1992 (the 

undertakings) and whether these undertakings remain necessary in the light 

of market developments since the undertakings were given.  

2. There are eight obligations contained within the undertakings. We have 

considered the current market circumstances in relation to each obligation 

separately as well as any interactions between them. 

3. We have identified a number of major developments in the tin cans and metal 

packaging sector over this period of time, including in the conditions of the 

supply of the products referred to in the undertakings.  

4. There have been significant changes in the circumstances regarding four of 

the eight obligations currently in effect for the reason that the products 

mentioned in them are no longer produced by the company that gave the 

undertakings, and have not been produced by this company for several years. 

These products are closing machines and aerosol valves. As such, we 

consider these four obligations in the undertakings to be no longer required. 
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5. There have also been significant market developments in relation to the 

products to which three of the remaining obligations refer, at both a broad 

level within the metal packaging sector and also through developments 

specific to the products in question, including open top cans (food cans and 

beverage cans), and aerosols.  

6. In terms of the overall market context, alternative packaging materials have 

been developed during the past 40 years, such as plastics and combi-pots, 

which have some of the key characteristics of tin cans, in particular a long 

shelf life. Supply chains have also changed considerably, shortening the time 

between food production and its reaching consumers, and so allowing 

increased access to fresh and chilled food, which does not require metal 

packaging or long periods in storage and transportation. This has happened 

for example in areas such as processed soup, condiments, jam and 

vegetables. General trends towards dry pet food and more convenient ‘single 

use’ pouches may have also had an impact in some segments. While 

consumer demand for canned foods remains strong in some areas, in others 

such as canned vegetables there may be a less favourable perception from 

consumers, who may prefer using other packaging products when and where 

these are available.  

7. In addition, and more significantly in the current context, these sectors are 

now also more mature in comparison with their position when the 

undertakings were given. There are now a greater number of companies with 

substantial operations in the markets for the products referred to in the 

undertakings, and shares of supply are lower and spread among more 

suppliers than they were. The companies competing in these sectors are well-

resourced international corporations which typically operate at a global level. 

Similarly, major customers in these markets are large sophisticated buyers, 

some of which also operate at a global scale, and which often purchase 

through tenders and other large scale procurement measures. The 

competitive landscape has therefore changed considerably in ways that, 

based on our assessment, remove the need for the specific protections for 

customers and smaller competitors contained in the undertakings.  

8. Given these extensive market developments, we consider that there have 

been material changes in circumstances relevant to the undertakings relating 

to open top cans and aerosols such that these undertakings are also no 

longer necessary.  

9. Removing the first seven obligations in the undertakings would obviate the 

need for the remaining undertaking which requires the company in question to 

from time to time provide monitoring information such as the Director General 
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of Fair Trading (now the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA)) may 

require and request. 

10. In our discussions with market participants, including other UK suppliers of the 

products referred to in the undertakings and relevant customers of Crown 

Packaging UK plc (Crown),1 none have expressed concerns about the 

potential release of these undertakings. 

11. Our provisional conclusion is that there have been material changes of 

circumstances relevant to the undertakings due to major developments in the 

supply of tin cans and metal packaging, and therefore in the conditions of the 

supply of the products referred to in the undertakings. Furthermore, we have 

provisionally concluded that the undertakings are no longer appropriate and, 

consequently, the CMA’s provisional decision is that Crown should be 

released from these undertakings. 

12. We are now consulting on this provisional decision. The consultation closes 

on 6 October 2015. Please submit any responses to:  

Patrick Greene  

7th Floor North 

Competition and Markets Authority 

Victoria House 

37 Southampton Row 

London WC1B 4AD 

Email: remedies.reviews@cma.gsi.gov.uk 

13. Following this consultation, the CMA will consider the responses received and 

the evidence and views presented and will assess the impact of these 

responses on its provisional decision before reaching a final decision. A final 

decision is expected to be published later in 2015. 

Introduction 

14. The CMA’s Annual Plan for 2015/20162 includes the commencement of a 

systematic review of existing merger, market and monopoly remedies, which 

may lead to the removal of measures that are no longer necessary and/ or 

may be restricting or distorting competition. 

15. On 14 July the CMA commenced two reviews of market remedies. These are 

the Credit Cards (Merchant Acquisition) Order 1990 and the undertakings 

 

 
1 The undertakings are now attached to Crown, the successor to Metal Box plc. 
2 See CMA annual plan 2015/16, paragraphs 4.12 and 4.17. 

mailto:remedies.reviews@cma.gsi.gov.uk
https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/credit-cards-merchant-acquisition-order-1990-review
https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/tin-cans-metal-box-undertakings-review
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/competition-and-markets-authority-annual-plan-2015-to-2016
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given by Metal Box plc in 1972. In addition, the CMA has invited views on 

whether to carry out reviews of 13 sets of market remedies that had been put 

in place by the CMA’s predecessors prior to 2005, and which have not been 

reviewed recently. 

16. The CMA decided to conduct this review of the undertakings due to the length 

of time this remedy has been in place, and since it was last reviewed, and 

because the CMA considered there may have been developments which 

could lead to a realistic prospect of finding a material change in circumstances 

since the undertakings were given.  

CMA’s jurisdiction 

17. Responsibility for deciding on variation or termination of these undertakings 

lies with the CMA under the jurisdiction of the Enterprise Act 2002.3   

Background  

18. The 1970 Monopolies Commission (MC) report Metal Containers – A report 

on the supply of metal containers4 found that in the area of metal containers 

used primarily for food cans, beverages and aerosols,5 one company, the 

Metal Box Company Limited, had developed a particularly strong market 

position.  

19. The report found that overall Metal Box ‘[met] the demands of the market and 

is an efficient and low cost producer’, and on the whole was compelled by the 

market ‘to act fairly’.6 The MC considered ‘the company established its 

dominance by fair means and shrewd and persistent enterprise.’7 

20. However, the report also found that a number of the company’s practices had 

led to restrictions on competition and made a number of recommendations to 

address these.8 One firm, Reads Limited of Liverpool, had alleged and the 

MC’s report agreed, that some practices of Metal Box were preventing entry 

into the market by firms and expansion of smaller firms. Metal Box was able to 

use these practices due to its position supplying such a large proportion of 

these products in the UK. 

 

 
3 Paragraph 16 of Schedule 24 Enterprise Act 2002 by virtue of SI 2006 No. 355 (The Enterprise Act 2002 
(Enforcement Undertakings and Orders) Order 2006). 
4 MC (1970), Metal Containers – A Report on the Supply of Metal Containers. 
5 The exact wording of the original reference was ‘tin cans, metal boxes, and other metal containers (including 
aerosols*) intended for use in the packaging of fluids in quantities of 14 lbs or less’. MC (1970), Metal Containers 
– A Report on the Supply of Metal Containers, p1. 
6 ibid, p106, paragraph 325. 
7 ibid, p107, paragraph 327. 
8 ibid, p108, paragraph 330. 

https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/tin-cans-metal-box-undertakings-review
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/review-of-monopoly-remedies-put-in-place-before-1-january-2005
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20111202195250/http:/competition-commission.org.uk/rep_pub/reports/1970_1975/058containers.htm
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20111202195250/http:/competition-commission.org.uk/rep_pub/reports/1970_1975/058containers.htm
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20111202195250/http:/competition-commission.org.uk/rep_pub/reports/1970_1975/058containers.htm
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21. These concerns led to the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry accepting

undertakings from Metal Box in 1972 to prevent these practices which were

preventing entry. These were reviewed and adapted in 1980 and 1992.

22. The undertakings and 1970 report refer to a number of different products

which existed in the market in the late 1960s and where problems had been

identified. These were closing machines, open top cans, aerosols and aerosol

valves.

23. While many products have changed and developed, metal packaging and the

products at the heart of undertakings are mostly still in existence and are used 

by many consumers on a regular basis. The current situation with respect to 

these products, and the contrast with the situation described in the 1970 MC 

report, is therefore where we have focused this review. 

Description of the existing undertakings 

24. The undertakings in their present form9 require CMB Foodcan plc,

the successor to Metal Box Company Limited, not to sign agreements which 
tie the supply of CMB Foodcan’s closing machines to the purchase or use of 
CMB Foodcan’s open top cans, or tie the charges for these machines to the 
volume of open top cans purchased from CMB Foodcan plc or from its rivals, 
and prevent CMB Foodcan plc from charging prices below cost for their 
closing machines.

25. The undertakings also prevent CMB Foodcan plc from signing exclusive 
agreements or offering particular loyalty discounts to customers purchasing 
open top cans or aerosols that are intended to require a customer to purchase 
all or a certain amount of their supply from CMB Foodcan plc, or base the 
price upon the customer purchasing all or a specified amount of their supply 
from CMB Foodcan plc. The undertakings further prevent the price at which 
aerosols are sold being dependent, at least in part, on the purchase of aerosol 
valves from CMB Foodcan plc.

26. Finally the undertakings impose a duty for CMB Foodcan plc to provide such 
information to the Director General of Fair Trading (now the CMA) relating to 
the business as he may from time to time require.

9 For a full account of the undertakings, refer to the undertakings given by Metal Box plc on 22 February 1972, 
and amended on 16 October 1980 and 5 June 1992. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/tin-cans-undertakings
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/tin-cans-undertakings
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Previous reviews   

27. There were reviews of the undertakings in 1980 and 1991. We provide a brief 

description of the most recent review, from 1991, below. 

The 1991 review 

28. In 1991 the company (at that time trading as CMB Food Can plc and CMB 

Engineering plc) approached the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) and sought 

release from two of the remaining undertakings. Given the length of time that 

had passed since the previous review the OFT decided to conduct a full 

review. 

29. The OFT received comments from 19 stakeholders and no substantive 

opposition to CMB’s request for a removal of the two undertakings were 

presented.  

30. The OFT concluded that while CMB remained a significant force in the 

relevant sectors covered by the undertakings, and while its share in each 

sector was considerably less than at the time of the original report, it remained 

large in some of the sectors. The review did not find evidence to suggest the 

company was engaging in anti-competitive practices.  

31. Obligation 9 in the undertakings at that time, covering the publication of ex-

works prices, was dropped because of the possibility that the company was 

being placed in the position of acting as a market price-setter. Obligation 10, 

covering the detailed information to be supplied to the Director General, was 

replaced by an obligation to supply information on request. Obligation 15 was 

amended to remove the need to specify a rebate figure, but still dealt with the 

concern relating to unwarranted discounts.  

Market developments since 1972 

32. Since 1972 there have been a number of developments which are relevant to 

the supply of the products affected by the undertakings. There have been 

technological developments affecting the supply of new products; changes in 

demand and in systems of supply giving consumers greater choice; changes 

in the competitive landscape in terms of participants entering and leaving the 

market; and geographic characteristics of supply and company operations 

changing due to globalisation and other forces. Some of these are general 

developments in the metal packaging sector and therefore common to both 

open top cans, including food cans and beverage cans, and to aerosols. 

Others are more specific to these products individually. 
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33. In this section we look first at the sector from a broad perspective, and then in 

more detail at particular products within the sector. For these products we 

look generally at whether there are features which might be likely to raise 

potential competition concerns which the undertakings might remain useful in 

preventing. We have not defined market scopes formally, but have discussed 

the characteristics of the supply of goods in these sectors with market 

participants to assess the likelihood of concerns arising. As such, for these 

products we outline information on topics such as the range of products 

available for important end-uses, the number and size of companies active in 

the area, how far goods travel between suppliers and customers, and the size 

and sophistication of customers of these goods.  

The supply of metal containers at the time of the 1970 MC report  

34. The original reference market given for the MC to investigate in 1967 was 

‘metal containers’, defined as ‘tin cans, metal boxes, and other metal 

containers (including aerosols…) intended for use in the packaging of fluids in 

quantities of 14 lbs or less’.10  

35. This included open top cans, chiefly used for thermally processed foods, the 

‘general line type’, the closure for which is a lid or cap, and aerosols. At the 

time, the area as a whole was one where fast growth was taking place. It was 

estimated by the MC that the general market for open top cans was growing 

at around 4% per annum, and at between 15 and 20% per annum in beverage 

cans at the time of  the report in 1970.11 

36. It was an area where Metal Box had built up a strong market position, with a 

share of home sales of metal containers of 77% in the United Kingdom in the 

year to the 31 of March 1969.12 The MC found that profit margins for Metal 

Box were at the rate of 10% of sales, and that there was a return on capital of 

18.4% in 1968.13  

37. The technologies in the industry were at different stages of maturity. Tin cans 

for processed foods had existed since the late 19th century. Aerosol 

technology meanwhile had only existed in the UK since 1956 and for almost 

ten of those 14 years prior to the 1970 MC report Metal Box was the only UK 

producer.14 

 

 
10  MC (1970), Metal Containers – A Report on the Supply of Metal Containers, paragraph 7, p1. 
11 ibid, paragraph 10, p2. 
12 ibid, paragraph 10, p2. 
13 ibid, paragraph 164, p59. 
14 ibid, paragraph 318, p104. 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20111202195250/http:/competition-commission.org.uk/rep_pub/reports/1970_1975/058containers.htm
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38. A national geographic market is referred to in the MC’s report.15 A significant 

factor, then as now, is that although empty metal containers are light, they are 

also bulky and have high transport costs relative to their value.  

39. The MC found several categories within the reference market with which its 

report was primarily concerned, meanwhile commenting that ‘By far the 

largest market for metal containers is the food canning industry, whose 

products include not only thermally processed foods for human consumption 

but also pet foods.’16  

The supply of metal containers today  

40. This broad sector referred to in the 1970 MC report is similar to the current UK 

sector of Light Metal Packaging Manufacturing, SIC code C25.920.17 The 

Light Metal Packaging Sector is described by IBIS World, a market reporting 

service, as follows: ‘Firms in the industry manufacture metal tins, cans, 

collapsible tubes and boxes. These are used to store food and drink.’18  

41. There are some similarities between the end uses of metal containers in the 

1970 report and the present day, but also some differences. Canned foods 

such as vegetables and fish remain commonly used today. Beverage cans, 

however, were a smaller user of open top cans in 1970. Today they are much 

more important, with a share by value of the light metal containers sector of 

65.1% compared with food manufactures’ 27.7% share.19 

42. Products in the light metal packaging sector are not frequently transported 

substantial distances. We have been informed by market participants that this 

is because it is uneconomic to do so due to the fact that to do so is essentially 

to transport air. 

43. Market reports in this area consider that glass and paper pose low threats for 

light metal packaging, but that ‘the major substitute product for metal 

packaging is plastic’.20 This is in contrast to the situation in the late 1960s 

when, as noted below for open top food cans, there were few alternatives. 

 

 
15 ibid, paragraph 327, p107. 
16 ibid, paragraph 10, p1. 
17 Companies House (2007), Standard industrial classification of economic activities (SIC) 2007, p7. 
18 IBIS World Industry Report C25.920 – Light Metal Packaging Manufacturing in the UK, p2. 
19 ibid, p13. 
20 ibid, p6. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/standard-industrial-classification-of-economic-activities-sic
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44. IBIS World reports four firms were expected to account for 61.9% of industry 

revenue in 2014-15,21 with Crown having the largest UK market share within 

the industry, at 26.4%.22   

45. The sector does not appear to be as profitable today as it was in the late 

1960s. For example, according to IBIS World, Crown’s Operating Profit over 

the last five years (2009 to 2014) has been ranging between negative 1.6% 

and positive 3.7%,23 and an unweighted average of negative 0.02%. 

46. We understand from some market participants that excess capacity exists in 

some areas of this sector, and consequently the prospects for entry may be 

low at present. 

47. This information suggests the general situation in the metal packaging sector 

is considerably different to that present in the late 1960s, when the 

undertakings were given. A situation of relatively high growth rates was 

enjoyed then by Metal Box, with little competition from other significant firms 

or from other forms of packaging. This position was attracting would-be 

entrants, such as Reads, and the undertakings were considered necessary to 

facilitate entry. This contrasts with what is today a mature industry with slow 

growth in some areas and declining demand in others. It is an area where 

several companies with significant presence compete with each other to 

supply large international customers. There does not appear to be a concern 

from new firms wishing to enter the sector but being unable to do so. This 

may be because many parts of the sector are not attractive for entry, however 

in the areas which continue to experience growth, examples of successful 

recent entry exist. This is discussed in more detail in paragraph 97.  

Specific products within the ‘Metal Containers’ or light metal packaging sector  

48. The MC in its 1970 report considered the reference market of metal 

containers but also referred to a number of subsectors within this category.  

49. This demarcation of products was reflected in the resulting undertakings given 

in 1972 which directly refer to four in particular: (i) closing machines; (ii) open 

top cans; (iii) aerosols; and (iv) aerosol valves.  

50. Many market participants we have spoken to have produced only some of 

these products, and have also often addressed their comments to one or 

other of these products individually. We therefore assess developments for 

 

 
17 ibid, p17. 
22 ibid, p20. 
23 ibid, p20. 
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each of these four products in turn below. We also refer occasionally to further 

distinctions between products where these are relevant.  

Closing machines  

51. Closing machines are referred to in the obligations 1, 2 and 3 given by Metal 

Box, in the undertakings in their present form. They are described in the 1970 

MC report as ‘end seamers (for closing the filled cans)’.24 

52. Crown has confirmed in writing that it has ceased production of closing 

machines, having supplied its last closing machine in 2003. We are not aware 

from discussions with market participants of Crown continuing to supply 

machinery for filling or closing open top cans. 

Aerosol valves  

53. Aerosol valves are referred to in obligation 7 in the undertakings in their 

present form. 

54. Aerosol valves are the fitting at the top of an aerosol can which release the 

contents of the aerosol when depressed. 

55. Crown has confirmed in writing that it no longer manufacturers or supplies 

aerosol valves in the UK and has not done so since 1989. This is in line with 

what companies and organisations we have spoken to have told us about the 

current supply of aerosol valves. 

Open-top cans  

56. Open top cans are referred to in obligations 1, 2, 4 and 5 in the undertakings 

in their present form. 

57. Open top food cans are a technology which was invented and first 

implemented in the late 19th century in North America. Their use grew steadily 

over the first half of the twentieth century and continued to grow in the period 

after the Second World War through to the date of the 1970 MC report.25 

58. The technology involved consists primarily of creating cans from either thin 

sheets of steel with an even thinner plating of tin to prevent rusting, or 

extruding cans from a single piece of metal such as aluminium. These 

 

 
24 MC (1970), Metal Containers – A Report on the Supply of Metal Containers, paragraph 35, p10.  
25 ibid, paragraph 46, p13. 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20111202195250/http:/competition-commission.org.uk/rep_pub/reports/1970_1975/058containers.htm
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containers are frequently then lined with a thin lacquer or plastic which forms 

a barrier between the can and contents. 

59. Metal Box was reported by the MC as having a market share of 95% of the 

supply of open top cans in in the UK market in the year ending 31 March 

1969, with the remaining 5% supplied by one other manufacturer.26 It was 

considered by the MC that this figure would fall to 75 to 80% if considering the 

proportion of self-supply by six canners which used this method of supply.27 

60. The MC considered that ‘In 1968, the estimated value of containers of 

reference types manufactured by users for themselves represented… for 

open top cans… nearly 16%.’28 Furthermore, ‘To the extent that cans are 

made by their users, this reduces the actual market available to specialist 

producers of cans; it is therefore, effectively and potentially, a form of 

competition to which specialists are exposed’.29 

61. The most significant end uses for open top cans were considered to be 

‘thermally processed food for human consumption… [and] pet food’ and ‘beer, 

carbonated soft drinks and motor oil.’30  

62. With the exception of motor oil, for which Crown has confirmed to us in writing 

that it no longer supplies , the above remain the main uses of open top cans 

today. We consider these uses in turn below.   

Food cans  

63. Food cans are described as being the major source of demand for open top 

cans in 1970 report.  

64. While there have been advances from the technology employed in 1970, the 

changes have not been transformative. The OFT’s 2005 decision on the 

Completed acquisition by Impress Group B.V. of Alcan Packaging Sutton 

Ltd31 (The 2005 OFT Impress-Alcan Decision) examined a number of market 

definitions where these two companies potentially overlapped. This included 

the market for retortable food cans, meaning ‘heat sterilised cans used for wet 

foods… constructed out of either two pieces or three pieces of metal.’32 

 

 
26 ibid, paragraph 264, p89. 
27 ibid, paragraph 264, p89. 
28 ibid, paragraph 16, p3. 
29 ibid, paragraph 16, p3. 
30 ibid, paragraph 10, p1 & 2. 
31 OFT (2005), Completed acquisition by Impress Group B.V. of Alcan Packaging Sutton Ltd. 
32 ibid, p5. 

https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/impress-group-bv-alcan-packaging-sutton-ltd
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65. The 2005 OFT Impress-Alcan Decision describes how for both two piece and 

three piece cans, the can was provided to the customer in an open top form, 

and once the contents were added, a metal lid was sealed to the can, which 

was usually also heated to a temperature of 125-135 degrees Celsius, to give 

a shelf life of between two and five years.  

66. We understand from market participants that while cans have grown thinner 

and lighter, and filling machines faster over time, there have been no recent 

innovations which have changed the process of can making and filling in 

recent years. Two piece cans are a new technology, and may be preferred by 

customers in some cases due to the different aesthetic of the can. 

67. Important end use sources of demand for food cans are from canned fish, 

vegetables, deserts and pet food. 

68. In the 1970 MC report, this industry is described as relatively mature but still 

growing strongly, with growth of 7% between 1967 and 1968.33  

69. In contrast we understand from market participants that the supply of food 

cans has been steadily and slowly declining at the rate of around 1 to 2% per 

annum for approximately the last ten years. 

70. The 2005 OFT Impress-Alcan Decision found market shares for Crown in 

2004 of 55 to 60% in two piece retortable open top food cans in the UK and 

Ireland. For three piece cans this figure was 70 to 75%.  

71. Crown has submitted to us that its share of supply of food cans in the UK at 

the present time is around [50–60]%. Including self-manufactures it considers 

this would fall to around [30–40]%.  

72. The 2005 OFT Impress-Alcan Decision found the geographic scope of the 

market for food cans appeared to be the UK and Ireland. This was because 

‘The cost of transporting food cans is high, with transportation costs per can to 

continental Europe standing at approximately 10–15% of the value of a can’.34 

The same Decision references the 1995 European Commission (EC) Crown 

Carnaud Metalbox Decision as finding that most customers are located within 

300 to 500 km of the production plant.35  

 

 
33 MC (1970), Metal Containers – A Report on the Supply of Metal Containers, based on the table in paragraph 

17, p3. 
34 OFT (2005), Completed acquisition by Impress Group B.V. of Alcan Packaging Sutton Ltd, paragraph 38, p8. 
35 EC (1995), decision of 14 November 1995 declaring a concentration to be compatible with the common market 
and the functioning of the EEA Agreement (Case No IV/M.603 – Crown Cork & Seal/ CarnaudMetalBox), 
paragraph 42, p44. 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20111202195250/http:/competition-commission.org.uk/rep_pub/reports/1970_1975/058containers.htm
https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/impress-group-bv-alcan-packaging-sutton-ltd
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:L:1996:075:FULL&from=EN
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73. Market participants have told us that almost all food cans used in the UK are 

also manufactured in the UK. Imports may be used in an extreme shortage 

situation but this would not be sustainable as the cost of transporting products 

would be too high. 

74. However, market participants have also told us that a significant number of 

food cans filled abroad are subsequently transported to and consumed in the 

UK. One participant has put this figure at around one third of the food cans 

consumed in the UK.  

75. With regard to the existence of substitute products for open top food cans, the 

1970 MC report considered that ‘there is at present no acceptable alternative 

to cans for packaging thermally processed foods, and this is still a growing 

market.’36  

76. The 2005 OFT Impress-Alcan Decision considered whether ‘flexible 

packaging’ was a demand side substitute for food cans. The OFT noted that it 

had received a range of views from respondent parties, and that these 

appeared to vary very much on the product being packaged. However, for the 

OFT’s purposes, it concluded ‘any move to alternative packing would not 

seem sufficiently likely [in] the short run to warrant inclusion in the product 

scope’.37 

77. The OFT further considered the question of whether two and three piece cans 

could be considered substitutes. A cautious approach was taken and 

therefore these products were considered separately. The 1995 Decision 

taken by the EC in the case of the merger of Crown Cork & Seal and Carnaud 

Metalbox (The 1995 EC Crown Carnaud Metalbox Decision), however 

assessed two and three piece cans to be substitutes.38 

78. Market participants have described to us the changes in food packaging over 

recent years and since the undertakings were given in 1972. We understand 

that while demand remains strong for some canned foods, market participants 

have described growing competition arising from alternative packing such as 

plastics, tetra-packs and cartons which also have a long shelf life, a key 

attribute of canned food. Packaging such as plastic which is microwavable 

has also had an advantage over metal food cans in some areas such as 

ready meals. 

 

 
36 MC (1970), Metal Containers – A Report on the Supply of Metal Containers, paragraph 264, p89. 
37 OFT (2005), Completed acquisition by Impress Group B.V. of Alcan Packaging Sutton Ltd, paragraph 23, p5. 
38 EC (1995), decision of 14 November 1995 declaring a concentration to be compatible with the common market 
and the functioning of the EEA Agreement (Case No IV/M.603 – Crown Cork & Seal/ CarnaudMetalBox), 
paragraph 30, p42. 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20111202195250/http:/competition-commission.org.uk/rep_pub/reports/1970_1975/058containers.htm
https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/impress-group-bv-alcan-packaging-sutton-ltd
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:L:1996:075:FULL&from=EN
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79. In addition, market participants have also described to us how more rapid 

food supply chains have allowed fresh and chilled foods to make up a much 

larger proportion of consumers purchases in recent years.  

80. Pet food was a key source of demand for open top food cans in the late 

1960s. We understand that a much greater proportion of pet food is now sold 

as dry food, which does not require metal canning and is often sold in plastic 

or foil packaging.  

81. Some foods, such as desserts, have since around 2012 been increasingly 

sold in rigid plastic pots or in combi-packs.  

82. The size and sophistication of buyers also has the potential to have an 

important impact on the dynamics within a sector, and whether the kind of 

practices which occurred in the 1960s and which the undertakings were 

intended to prevent could reoccur. We understand that the companies 

purchasing food cans operate at a large scale in the UK. We have been 

informed that the largest acquirer purchases around one-third of the cans 

supplied in the UK market, including self-supply. Excluding self-suppliers 

would make this share larger as we understand this customer does not self-

supply to any significant extent. In addition to this, we have been informed 

that the top 5 customers represent around 90% of the demand, including self-

supply. This is different to the situation described in the 1970 MC report, 

where it was stated that in 1968 deliveries to 14 large customers accounted 

for only 65% of cans delivered.39 

83. This view of the situation today is similar to that described in the 2005 OFT 

Impress-Alcan Decision, which considered ‘Demand for two and three piece 

cans in the UK is characterised by a very small number of very large 

contracts, which means that the loss of a single contract can have a 

significant impact on a supplier’s turnover and hence profitability’. 40 

84. We understand that these large customers sometimes run tenders for can 

supply, such that market shares might understate the degree of competition if 

they do not reflect the degree of competition faced when successful suppliers 

put in bids ‘for’ the market. The 2005 OFT Impress-Alcan Decision referred to 

this as a reason to consider the existence of strong buyer power, and 

considered that ‘Customers in the sector would appear to be sophisticated 

buyers, with a number of customers tendering contracts on a pan European 

basis.’41 

 

 
39 MC (1970), Metal Containers – A Report on the Supply of Metal Containers, paragraph 64, p21. 
40 OFT (2005), Completed acquisition by Impress Group B.V. of Alcan Packaging Sutton Ltd, paragraph 59, p13. 
41 ibid, paragraph 58, p13. 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20111202195250/http:/competition-commission.org.uk/rep_pub/reports/1970_1975/058containers.htm
https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/impress-group-bv-alcan-packaging-sutton-ltd
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85. We are aware that one major food company currently self-supplies its food 

cans. We are also aware that at least one other company in market used to 

have the ability to self-supply but no longer does so as they deemed it not to 

be necessary. The companies we have spoken to do not consider that this is 

something they would be likely to do in the future. However, one market 

participant told us that this option is frequently discussed in contract 

negotiations, and the fact that one company does so and that others have 

done so recently leads us to consider that it would not be possible to rule it 

out entirely in the medium term. 

86. As a consequence of the declining volume of food cans supplied over time, 

we understand from market participants that there is generally excess 

capacity in food can supply. 

Beverage cans 

87. Open top cans in the form of beverage cans are used to package soft drinks, 

beer and some other alcoholic drinks. These cans are today overwhelmingly 

made from aluminium. 

88. These cans come in different sizes, for example 330 ml and 440 ml. We 

understand that the machines which make these cans can frequently be re-

set to produce different sizes. Beverage suppliers may vary can sizes 

periodically for promotional or marketing reasons. 

89. We understand there are currently four major beverage can manufacturers in 

the UK: Crown, Ball, Rexam and Can-Pack.  

90. Crown has informed us that it currently has around a [25–35]% share by 

volume of the supply of soft drink cans in the UK and Ireland, and around a 

[20–30]% share of the supply of beer cans in the UK and Ireland. This was 

supported by similar estimates from major beverage canners of shares of 

supply and of capacities. This places Crown as similar in size to other major 

beverage can manufacturers. 

91. We understand the sector has grown consistently since the 1970 MC report. 

Most recent figures are growth of total can fillings of 2.2%, to 9.6 billion, in the 

year to 2013/1442 and market participants described this as an area where 

growth continues to take place. 

92. Market participants told us that while cans are in some cases bought through 

central procurement processes which may be European or even global, cans 

 

 
42 Beverage Can Manufacturers Europe, Country Market Report 2013-14, p44. 

http://www.bcme.org/PDF_13/bcme_uk.pdf
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are generally supplied entirely from within the UK, although some cans made 

in the UK may be used for exports. There are a number of can manufacturing 

sites in the UK and these usually supply the closest canning sites. We 

understand that distances beverage cans travel in the UK are typically up to 

120 miles. 

93. Soft drinks and beer are both sold in other packaging as well as in open top 

metal cans, including plastic and glass. Canning companies have told us, 

however, that there is particular consumer demand for canned beverages, 

and that current canning/ filling machines could not run as fast and efficiently 

using alternative materials such as glass or plastic. 

94. We understand that beer can-producing lines have in the past been converted 

to beverage can lines, and we understand that the technologies for producing 

beer cans and soft drink cans are not significantly different from each other.  

95. We have received mixed views on whether some products in this area may be 

more specialised than generic cans and can ends. One party considered that 

there may be some areas such as ‘widget’ cans where extra strength can 

ends may be needed to accommodate the higher pressure which is present 

within these cans. Other market participants have not considered this to be 

important, however. Given the mixed views we have received from market 

participants, we do not consider this to mean Crown retains a similar position 

to that which it did in the late 1960s. We also note that widgets did not exist at 

the time the undertakings were given and are not referred to in them or the 

1970 MC report. 

96. We understand from market participants that purchasers of beverage cans 

are generally large, diversified, multinational companies with considerable 

buying power. Purchasing is frequently done through tendering processes. 

These factors are likely to give customers some degree of bargaining power 

with can manufacturers. 

97. We understand that entry into the supply of beverage cans is difficult because 

it is a capital-intensive industry with high investment costs. However, we are 

aware that one company has entered and grown to become a significant 

supplier in recent years in the UK: a Polish-based company named Can Pack 

recently entered the UK market, building new lines in Scunthorpe in 2011 and 

2013, and has captured a significant share of UK customers’ business.  

Aerosols  

98. Aerosols are referred to in the obligations 4, 5, 6 and 7 in the undertakings in 

their present form. 
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99. The 1970 MC report described Metal Box as holding a 70% share of the 

supply of aerosols in the UK in 1968.43 This was overwhelmingly tin plate 

aerosols, as the 1970 MC report found that neither Metal Box, nor its rival 

Crown Cork, produced a significant number of aluminium aerosols. 

100. Aerosols typically consist of a metal can onto which a plastic valve is fitted at 

the top. When filled, cans contain a payload and a propellant. Depressing the 

valve at the top releases the contents, typically delivering the payload in a fine 

suspension of droplets while the propellant normally evaporates. There are 

variants on this process whereby gels and foams are released rather than 

suspensions. Common applications are in personal hygiene products, paints 

and foods.  

101. Aerosol cans were historically made from tin-plate steel. Over time, a greater 

proportion have begun to be made from aluminium. We understand that there 

is now approximately an even split between aluminium and tin-plate aerosols.  

102. Crown produces tin plate aerosols only. It has a share of around [10–20]% of 

the supply of aerosols in the UK by volume, including both tin plate and 

aluminium aerosols. Figures supplied by Crown in 2012 suggest that in 2010, 

it had around a [20–30]% share of the total UK supply, or around a [40–50]% 

share of the UK supply of tin plate aerosols. At a European level in 2010, it 

had around a [10–20]% share of the total or around a [20–30]% share of the 

supply of tin plate aerosols. 

103. We understand from market participants that aerosol cans are more 

frequently manufactured in different countries from those in which they are 

filled and used. We are aware, for example, of UK aerosol can purchasers 

sourcing cans from the Czech Republic and of competition from companies 

manufacturing aerosol cans in Portugal, Turkey and Germany. This is 

because they are typically smaller and less bulky than open top cans, and 

because they are higher value. Together these two factors mean that 

transport costs are lower as a share of total value, making it economic to 

transport them greater distances. 

104. The EC considered in the 1995 EC Crown Carnaud Metalbox Decision that 

Tin-plate and Aluminium aerosols were not substitutes for one another. This 

was primarily because while aluminium products were in some respects 

superior to tin plate products,44 they were considerably more expensive than 

tin plate aerosols and came with higher associated recycling costs. The EC 

 

 
43 MC (1970), Metal Containers – A Report on the Supply of Metal Containers, paragraph 265, p89. 
44 EC (1995), decision of 14 November 1995 declaring a concentration to be compatible with the common market 
and the functioning of the EEA Agreement (Case No IV/M.603 – Crown Cork & Seal/ CarnaudMetalBox), 
paragraph 17, p41. 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20111202195250/http:/competition-commission.org.uk/rep_pub/reports/1970_1975/058containers.htm
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:L:1996:075:FULL&from=EN
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could find no examples of switching from tin plate to aluminium products and 

so considered that they were not substitutes.  

105. In this review, some 20 years after the EC’s decision, market participants and 

organisations have expressed mixed views on the similarity between tin plate 

and aluminium aerosols. 

106. The European Aerosol Federation stated that the European market is now 

evenly split between tinplate and aluminium aerosol containers, and that 

manufacturers of tin plate aerosols compete against aluminium aerosol 

manufacturers.  

107. Some market participants have also told us that aluminium aerosols can also 

be more expensive than tin plate aerosols, especially when global aluminium 

prices are high. There may in some cases be a quality difference, with 

aluminium perceived as superior to tin plate steel, particularly for cosmetics 

and some toiletries. 

108. We have been told by market participants that customers switch between 

purchasing tin plate and aluminium aerosol cans, and we are aware of one 

particular example of a tin plate aerosol manufacturer losing a significant 

account to multiple aluminium aerosol suppliers.  

109. In another development, we understand that plastic aerosol tubes have 

recently begun to enter the market and are increasingly considered by 

participants to provide a substitute for metal aerosol containers. Some market 

participants have told us they expect this to be a strong and significant source 

of growth in the medium term. 

110. We therefore consider that there are a number of materials which can be used 

to manufacture aerosol cans and that customers may be able to move 

between them for many applications.  

111. Aerosols are bought by a number of large companies. We understand that as 

with other metal packaging products considered above, tender processes are 

frequent for aerosols.  

Change of circumstances 

112. We consider that the above market developments constitute a material 

change in circumstances as there have been substantial changes to 

packaging markets generally and some specific further changes in the 

particular product categories to which the undertakings refer. 
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113. In broad terms, the position Crown held in the area of metal packaging has 

changed significantly, with some products no longer offered by Crown and 

with new companies, technologies and consumer tastes changing the 

commercial landscape in areas where Crown is still active. 

114. Crown no longer supplies closing machines or aerosol valves, which between 

them are key to three of the eight obligations in effect in the undertakings in 

their current form. 

115. Looking at open top cans in terms of food cans and beverage cans (with 

reference to both beer cans and carbonated soft drink cans), similar trends to 

those in general packaging supply can be observed.  

116. Crown supplies a smaller proportion of food cans, than it did in the late 1960s, 

currently at around [50–60]% of UK volume, or around [30–40]% including self 

manufactures. These figures may fall further if the substantial number of 

imported filled cans consumed in the UK were included, giving Crown a 

smaller role in the ultimate supply of this product to UK consumers. In 

addition, Crown is operating in a declining market where excess capacity 

frequently exists and for which there are a number of products which are, or 

could potentially, be used instead of metal food cans. The other major 

company operating in this sector also has a significant market share and has 

well developed UK operations. Crown’s customers are typically large and 

sophisticated to a greater degree than they were in the late 1960s. Such 

customers would, generally, be expected to be in a reasonable negotiating 

position, due in some cases to their use of tenders to purchase cans, 

including at a pan-European level, and in other cases, companies already 

self-supply and changing to self-supply would be plausible for others in the 

medium term in the event of receiving uncompetitive pricing and terms from 

existing suppliers.  

117. Within beverage cans, including beer cans and carbonated soft drinks cans, 

we have found a sector which has undergone considerable changes since the 

late 1960s, with considerable growth, and with several suppliers, of which two 

have grown to be a similar size to Crown. The fourth supplier is a recent 

entrant to the UK, and has been able to grow in size considerably. Many 

customers in these markets are large sophisticated consumers of beverage 

cans and other packaging products such as glass and plastic. Some also self-

supply these alternative products.  

118. We understand that beverage can ends are frequently supplied with cans, and 

that in some cases there may be requirements that these are purchased 

together from the same supplier.  
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119. Within aerosol cans, Crown also does not hold the position it did in the late 

1960s, for example when it supplied 70% of the aerosols bought in the UK. 

Crown now supplies around [10–20]% of total aerosol cans purchased in the 

UK. This change in position is partly due to the emergence of aluminium 

aerosol can manufacturing, which now makes up around 50% of European 

aerosol purchases. Crown continues to only supply tin plate steel aerosols. 

While companies may to some degree use these interchangeably, we 

understand that aluminium aerosols are considered to be a slightly superior 

product, particularly for some products such as cosmetics. An interesting 

trend in the supply of aerosol cans in the UK is the growing development of 

imports from European and Turkish companies. A further development is the 

potential introduction of plastic aerosol cans which market participants have 

discussed with us.  

120. Taking into account these developments, we consider that there have been a 

number of significant changes of circumstances since the undertakings were 

given and that Crown does not hold the same position in these sectors which 

it did at the time the undertakings were given.  

121. In particular, we find that the circumstances in which undertakings were 

imposed, whereby the MC wished to facilitate entry into relatively immature, 

national and fast-growing markets, where a single company was highly 

dominant, have changed significantly. 

122. Crown is now one company among several competing in a global packaging 

industry. It has ceased production of several products to which the 

undertakings refer (closing machines and aerosol valves), its shares of supply 

have fallen considerably in aerosols and beverage cans, and the food cans 

sector in which it remains the largest UK supplier is one with a declining 

demand and considerable buyer power.   

Appropriateness of the undertakings given by Metal Box plc on 22 

February 1972, and amended on 16 October 1980 and 5 June 1992 

123. Given the provisional finding of changes in circumstances relevant to the 

undertakings, it is necessary for the CMA to determine whether the 

undertakings should remain in place in their current form, whether they should 

be revised, or whether Crown should be released from them. 

124. The changes in circumstances arise from to general developments in 

packaging markets over the years since the undertakings were given as well 

as to more specific developments relating to the supply of some specific 

products referred to in the undertakings. Some of these specific products are 
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no longer supplied by Crown, and the market conditions are significantly 

different in the areas in which the other products are supplied.   

125. While in the late 1960s, Crown’s predecessor company Metal Box plc, found 

itself with a very large share of a growing and profitable area of supply, and 

took some steps to maintain this position which the undertakings sought to 

remedy, these sectors are now mature, more evenly divided between 

suppliers, and deal with larger, more sophisticated buyers that have the option 

of using alternative materials.  

126. The CMA considers that the specific concerns which the undertakings were 

designed to remedy are no longer present and, consequently, the 

undertakings are no longer necessary or appropriate and Crown should be 

released from them. 

Provisional decision 

127. The CMA’s provisional decision in relation to the undertakings given by Metal 

Box plc on 22 February 1972, and amended on 16 October 1980 and 5 June 

1992 is that, given the changes in circumstances set out in this document in 

the years since the undertakings were given, the undertakings are no longer 

appropriate, and, consequently, the CMA’s provisional decision is that Crown 

should be released from the undertakings. 

Consultation and responses 

128. The CMA is consulting on its provisional decision to release Crown from the 

undertakings given by Metal Box plc on 22 February 1972, and amended on 

16 October 1980 and 5 June 1992.  

129. This consultation will close on 6 October 2015. Please submit any responses 

to: 

Patrick Greene  

7th Floor North 

Competition and Markets Authority 

Victoria House 

37 Southampton Row 

London WC1B 4AD 

Email: remedies.reviews@cma.gsi.gov.uk 

130. Following this consultation, the CMA will consider the responses received and 

the evidence and views presented and will assess the impact of these 

mailto:remedies.reviews@cma.gsi.gov.uk
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responses on its provisional decision before reaching a final decision. A final 

decision is expected to be published later in 2015. 
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